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Greenwich High School coach AJ Albano likens next

week's State Open to Connecticut wrestling's version of

March Madness.

"It's the Big Dance," Albano said. "To say you're an Open

qualifier is quite an accomplishment. There are

something like 120 schools in the CIAC, and you're

talking about the top 16 kids in each weight class. College coaches go to that meet, so it really gives the

wrestlers a chance to be recognized on a lot of different scales."

To reach the State Open, a wrestler has to place in the top four of his weight class at the divisional

finals. So for the Cardinals, that makes the Class LL championships a bracket-buster weekend of sorts.

Fresh off an impressive third-place showing at the FCIAC tournament, Greenwich will try to keep the

strong performances coming when the LL meet gets under way today at Shelton High School. Matches

begin at 4:30 p.m., with the finals scheduled for Saturday night.

By that time, the Cardinals will know where they stand in what figures to be the toughest of the four

divisional meets. Shelton, Xavier, South Windsor, and, of course, 13-time defending LL champion

Danbury -- which just saw its 23-year reign atop the FCIAC come to an end -- are among the

contenders for the team title.

Greenwich, which closed the regular season with 13 wins in its last 14 dual meets before 10 wrestlers

placed at FCIACs, has its sights set on a top 10 finish.

"Our goals coming in were top five at FCIACs and top 10 at LLs," Albano said. "We might have a

chance to do better, but we can't wrestle a B-plus this weekend, we have to wrestle an A-plus. It's a

tough collection of teams, but I have faith our kids will be ready."

Among the higher seeds for the Cardinals are senior Dan Maxwell, who is No. 4 in the 125-pound

division, and juniors Johnny D'Elia (103 pounds), David Laborda (140) and Jay Cummiskey (145), all

of whom are seeded fifth. D'Elia and Laborda captured individual titles at FCIACs last week while

junior Montel Williams was a finalist at 189 pounds and is the sixth seed in his weight class.

Seedings might be an indicator of success, but they are far from an exact science.

Greenwich's Victor Cerio proved that last year when, as a No. 19 seed, he knocked off the No. 3, 14 and

6 seeds en route to the semifinals of the 119-pound division. Cerio took fourth and was the Cardinals'

lone representative at the State Open in 2009.

"Victor is a great example of what can happen," Albano said. "The gap is so close between many of the
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kids that it usually comes down to who's wrestling their best on that day."

Cerio is seeded No. 11 at 130 pounds this season. Others competing for Greenwich include: Jon

Wardell (112), Mat Gray (135), Ryan Whittle (152), Michael Cronin (160), Miguel Gomez (171), Joey

McGuire (215) and heavyweight Kyle Camacho.

"Making the State Open is a great representation for the program and I wish all 14 of our kids could

go," said Albano, who himself qualified for the Open as a senior at Brien McMahon in 1999.

"Tournament wrestling is about bouncing back from losses, and wrestling back. Realistically, I think

we have a number of guys who have a shot to make it to New Haven next week."
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